news

The

laced up

Ezra brought red
hot glamour to
the catwalk

metallica

Crowning glory
at Amato by
Furne One

Models get
preened pre-show
for Dina JSR

pouf & pomp

princess bride

Furne One makes last
minute tweaks before
his Amato show
The designer Dima Ayad
backstage with her
models post-show

whyesse a/w13

show highlight

tresors sauvages a/w13

Ayesha Depala took her bow
on the catwalk with her
daughter Leah. Too cute!

toujouri a/w13

essa a/w13

Manal Khater grills Louise Nichol and Rabih
Kayrouz during a FFWD panel discussion

Bazaar’s Sally Matthews
catches up with Sama and Haya
Abukhadra backstage at Kage

style school

fast
forward

We heart Zayan Ghandour’s
striped Tabitha Simmons
shoes front row at Kage

Designer Dina JSR
ensures models are
catwalk ready

Bazaar invites you to take a front row seat at Fashion Forward, Dubai’s
inaugural platform for regional designers to preview their A/W13 collections

ruel pableo. dmitry dolzhanskiy. francis john contreras. mike malate

zayan a/w13

Hussein Bazaza for starch a/w13

dima ayad a/w13

amira haroon a/w13

rabih kayrouz
Zayan does fairy
tale fashion street
style for A/W13

THe names to watch
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Angel delights at
Ayesha Depala

kage a/w13

iddle East ladies walk like
stars; everywhere is their catwalk”

Destination Dubai calls for
high-fashion and dark
drama, all the way from
metallics to lace.

7

The fashion crowd were
treated to a bridal
extravaganza with white
wedding dresses closing
the shows for Ayesha
Depala and Amato.

michael cinco a/w13

“M

rani zakhem a/w13

catwalk
trends

zayan a/w13

dima ayad a/w13

dina jsr a/w13

ayesha depala a/w13

Designers such as
Ezra, Michael Cinco
and Rami Kadi all sent
voluminous gowns
down their catwalks
for classic glamour

Fashion Forward also included an educational element
with talks given by designers Rabih Kayrouz, Rami Al
Ali and Zayan Ghandour; representatives from FIT,
Domus Academy and London College of Fashion;
retailers from Chalhoub Group and Saks Fifth Avenue;
and Bazaar’s editor-in-chief Louise Nichol.

Lina
Samman

Essa
Walla

Dipesh Depala
with his son Neel

Dana
Malhas

Dina
Khoury

Ghizlan
Guenez

Rosemin
Manji

Emily
Baxter

Nassim
Tabatabei

bazaar
picks
Some of the most fashion
forward looks on the
catwalk catching
Bazaar’s eye.

Moones
Tabatabei

Randa
Abu Issa

Rula
Abukhadra
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